
Poirot Vineyard | Wine Packaging

Objective | The objective for Poirot Vineyard was to package a series 
of three wine bottles in an outer container reflecting the concept for a 
small batch including Rosé, Merlot, and LeBlanc wines while making the 
package interactive.

Concept | With the intention of emphasizing the playfulness of detective 
stories; the concept for Poirot was inspired by 18th century crime fiction, 
depicting characters such as the detective, killer, and victim. The concept 
approaches this scenario from the perspective of animals represented 
by these three characters in fiction while adding a twist where the 
characters (fox, hound, and rooster) hunt each other.

Theme | Particularly focusing on Victorian style, Poirot Vineyard adopts 
a thematic resembling elements found during this era; including gold 
ink ornaments, patterns, and typographical treatments with elaborate 
details. The goal of this visual approach was to have the illusion that 
these three characters come straight from a crime fiction story. 

Materials | The project includes labels for each bottle of wine, as well 
as the outer container. The container was built out of laser cut wood, 
which was engraved, stained, and painted to fit the theme chosen for 
the original concept. The patterns and designs on the sides as well as 
the maze found in the back of the container were painted by hand using 
gold and black ink in order to achieve the Victorian Era style throughout 
the entire design.
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Poirot Vineyard | ConceptPoirot Vineyard | Beverage Choice

Based on the concept chosen for Poirot, I selected a variety of three wines (Rosé, 
Merlot, and LeBlanc). As I started brainstorming ideas for the package I thought of 
wine as three different personalities that are packaged together; therefore I chose 
to develop my concept around three different types of wine. After doing research 
on different bottles for juice, wine, and beer, I found that wine bottles are quite del-
icate and many of them have intricate shapes, these shapes allows for the design 
to be stronger in many of the examples I found. 

I particularly found the Grenache Rosé bottle ( right side) specifically interesting 
among the other bottles because of the roundness of the middle area of the bottle 
and thin neck. I was drawn to this bottle the most because of the large surface area 
that it has compared to the thin wine bottles I’ve seen before. I also found a lot of 
potential for the design to play around with this large surface area as opposed to 
my initial idea of using juice bottles, which are thin and longer. Before making my 
bottle choice I thought about creating a package for juice; however, this delicate, 
and vintage-looking bottle inspired me to seek a different approach with the three 
different types of wine and create a design that would be playful and could contrast 
the traditional elegance of wine itself.

Rosé, Merlot, LeBlanc Gossamer Perfect Crime* Death Row

This concept is centered around the Greek mythology 
based on three of the strongest Goddesses in the 
Olympus. The main goal is to create a connection 
between the empowerment and strength of these 
mythological figures with the beauty and delicacy of 
the outer package. I’ve chosen Athena; the Goddess 
of war and wisdom, Artemis; a huntress and goddess 
of wildlife, and Tyche; the goddess of fortune and fate. 
I decided to focus on these characters as opposed 
to those female characters who symbolize beauty 
or vanity because my goal is to appeal to a target 
audience who finds value in the empowerment 
of women because of their intelligence, skills, and 
courage. In addition, to contrast this concept which is 
deeply rooted in the intellectual capabilities of these 
mythological figures, I will create a design in Art 
Nouveau style to represent outer beauty and delicacy 
but inner strength. I will mainly use Alphonse Mucha 
as a reference for illustrations.

Perfect Crime is a concept centered around classical 
murder mysteries and the comparison between chess 
pieces and deciphering a crime. Based on the system of 
novels and classical mystery movies, there is typically a 
victim, a killer, and a detective. From this analysis I de-
cided to give these three characters a more mysterious 
personality by connecting them to chess pieces, the 
killer (femme fatale) is represented by the queen, the 
Detective (Hawkshaw) is the rook, and the victim is the 
king. The reasoning behind this concept is that usually 
murder mysteries are almost like a game between the 
good ones and the killers; where the detective’s goal is 
to uncover the culprit and the killer’s intentions some-
times are merely to play with people’s minds to prevent 
being uncovered. This concept would lend itself to be 
a potential game in addition to the beverages, adding 
value to the wine brand itself due to its multifaceted 
nature and flexibility to become multiple things at once.

Death row is a concept revolving around endangered 
species and a call to action directly targeting consum-
ers through the package and overall content of the bot-
tles. This concept is called death row because humans 
are carelessly putting animals in danger until species 
go completely extinct. This wine company will poten-
tially partner with the World Wildlife Fund to prevent 
the extinction of these animals: pandas, black rhinos, 
and sea turtles. Buying this product will contribute to 
this organization and inform people of how important 
it is to prevent these animals to go extinct. The overall 
look and feel of the design will be completely geared 
towards this goal and making people aware of these 
global issues. The color scheme will be based on the 
aethetics of the animal’s environment, and to achieve 
this I plan on designing the inside of the bottle as well 
to create the environment inside the bottle itself. This 
is an important problem to tackle and as a designer.



Poirot Vineyard | Brainstorming | Perfect Crime Poirot Vineyard | Concept Ideation
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Poirot Vineyard | Logo Sketches Poirot Vineyard | Logo Sketches



Poirot Vineyard | Logo Version I Poirot Vineyard | Logo Version I



Poirot Vineyard | Logo Refinements Poirot Vineyard | Logo Color Variations
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Poirot Vineyard | General Color Studies
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Poirot Vineyard | Type Studies



Poirot Vineyard | Concept Sketches Poirot Vineyard | Character Sketches



Poirot Vineyard | Characters | 3 Versions

This style was inspired by Tim Burton, having 
dark colors in a monochromatic way would 
connect with the concept of film noir in crime 
fiction, as opposed to using a colorful scheme.

This cartoon-like style was inspired by childhood 
cartoon characters and the look on the character’s 
face is meant to convey humor and give it a fun 
personality with a monochromatic scheme.

Inspired by the Victorian Era and wild west stories, 
I chose this style to convey the concept of crime 
fiction in this project. Instead of using humor, I 
decided to create more mysterious characters.

Poirot Vineyard | Character Development



Poirot Vineyard | Final Characters Poirot Vineyard | Back labels sketches



Poirot Vineyard | Labels version 1 Poirot Vineyard | Back labels final Version



Poirot Vineyard | Outer Container Sketches Poirot Vineyard | Outer Container Sketches



Poirot Vineyard | Outer Container Lasercut files Poirot Vineyard | Outer container process



Poirot Vineyard | Final project




